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Fast Jimmy - Magician
Fast Jimmy is Australia’s Premier Comedy Magician. As seen on TV on
countless occasions, with over 25 years’ experience you won’t be
disappointed.

CLOSE UP MAGIC
Fast Jimmy is one of Australia’s leading close-up magicians having
performed at thousands of events across the country. Witness some of
the most mind boggling effects up close as Fast Jimmy blows you away
with breathtaking sleight of hand magic, and his unique style of
humour which will keep you entertained and wanting more. This is a
fantastic magic show for all audiences, with Jimmy also mingling with
crowds before the stage show begins. Fast Jimmy is the perfect
icebreaker in any environment.

STAGE PERFORMANCES
Fast Jimmy’s exciting comedy magic stage show combines his unique
style of stand-up humour with innovative and visual magic that has
captivated and entertained audiences from Australia and overseas. From
the illustrious Magic Castle in Hollywood California to the
magnificent Princess Cruise Line ocean liners and corporate events
nationwide, Fast Jimmy takes audiences on a hilarious and mind-blowing
adventure, giving them a night of entertainment that they will always
remember.
His fast paced new show incorporates stand-up comedy, sleight of hand
magic, mentalism (mind-reading), comedy magic with hilarious audience
participation routines, escapology (the art of escape) and much, much
more. Fast Jimmy will not only wow you with skillfull and mind-blowing
dexterity, but he also will challenge your mind with the unbelievable.
This style of magic extravaganza is still very new to audiences here
in Australia, and not only will it have them on the edge of their
seats, but will have them questioning logic itself.
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Fast Jimmy’s exciting show is self contained and packs down into one
briefcase making it a versatile and commercial spectacular that can be
taken anywhere. He has performed alongside some of Australia’s most
recognized and prestigious artists, and has also entertained some of
Hollywood’s most famous celebrities.

Corporate Entertainment
Fast Jimmy is the perfect choice for corporate events, cocktail
parties, award dinners, trade fairs, weddings, private parties and
fundraising events.
Jimmy consistently delivers on entertainment that has the WOW factor
and will have you splitting your sides with laughter. He goes above
and beyond the tired old tricks and gags of many other magicians to
deliver a fun and engaging show without the cheese factor.
Fast Jimmy has the ability to take normal everyday objects and perform
miracles with them. For this reason, along with over 25 years’
experience in the entertainment industry, his one objective is to help
make your very special event a guaranteed success. If you’re looking
for a magician for hire to add a little mystery and wonder to your
entertainment line-up, look no further than Fast Jimmy.

To book Fast Jimmy please contact Tim Densley at
Timeless Wedding Entertainment on 1800 811-981 or
info@timelessweddingentertainment.com.au.
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